
FOREMAN® Signature Phenolic Lockers 
(Modular Solid Phenolic Lockers on Extruded Anodized Aluminum Profile) 

 Exclusive to FOREMAN® and our best-selling model, the Signature series offers versatile configurations and
compartment sizes for tailored storage solutions. Engineered to maximize compartment space and reduce
weight without compromising strength. T6 6063 aluminum profiles and durable ⅛’’ (3.2mm) thick phenolic
dividing walls ensure structural integrity. Doors are available in ⅜’’ (10mm) or ½’’ (12.7mm) thickness options,
with ⅜’’ (10mm) shelves providing sturdy support. Ideal for remote installations, these lockers arrive
unassembled for easy transport and require simple assembly with a detailed manual, no professional
assistance needed. Experience customizable storage solutions with FOREMAN®, combining versatility,
durability, and innovation.

Wide selection of sizing and configurations

Our smallest compartment is
perfect for wallets, cell phones,
keys, and other personal items,
while our larger compartments
can fit items ranging from
duffle bags and golf clubs to
skis and snowboards. 

design—our heavy-duty, anti-theft hinges offer
unlimited opening options along the profile length.
This enhanced strength and security make them
ideal for high-traffic businesses and educational
institutions. The wide swing capability is
particularly advantageous in medical buildings and
labs, ensuring open doors do not obstruct
walkways, thereby improving both safety and
convenience.

You can customize configurations to include any
combination of compartment sizes. Sizes range
from 6" (155mm) x 7 ½" (190mm) to 24” (610mm)
x 80” (2030mm).

Extra strength hinges and 180° door opening 

Doors are secured with
integrated hinges that run the
length of the anodized
aluminum profile, allowing
them to swing open a full 180°.
Unlike traditional hinges—
often a weak point in locker 

Option for plexiglass doors 
Plexiglass doors are available
upon request in place of
phenolic doors. Ideal for public
storage in malls, airports, and
supermarkets. 



 
Integrated Bench 
Our unique support system allows for the option of 

 
Variety of lock options 

Optional LED-light and USB charger 

 
Extensive selection of colors by
major HPL Manufacturers 

 
Lower Cubby 
Open cubbies beneath the standard
compartments are also a popular option. 

Optional lockable interior compartment 
For enhanced security, locker compartments
can include a lockable inner compartment,
with a variety of lock styles to choose from.

Our selection of locks is pre-
engineered to seamlessly
integrate with our locker
systems. We provide RFID
locks, combination locks (both
mechanical and digital), key
locks, and hasp locks. 

An LED light or USB charger
can be conveniently installed.
Installation options include
wall-mounting through the back
panel or side-mounting with
hard-wiring using aluminum
channels.

integrated benches within the
tower, while maintaining
spacious compartments both
above and below. Integrated
benches are available for 1-tier,
2-tier, and Z-style lockers.

Choose from hundreds of color
options across various collections,
including solid colors, wood
grains, marbles, granites, and
more, sourced from renowned
manufacturers like Formica and
Wilsonart.

Custom color profiles 

Multiple colors are available
to match any brand or décor,
while industrial powder
coating ensures a durable
and attractive finish.

Phenolic material is highly
water-resistant, capable of
withstanding direct water contact
and humid environments, making
them ideal for aquatic parks and
areas near showers and

Optional Class A fire-rated material 

Upon request, all exterior material is available in
Class A fire rated phenolic. This is popular for
remote oil platforms, military, and fire stations. 

— 20 Year Warranty — 

Models and Configurations 

Each tower can be configured from a single
compartment up to 10 compartments, depending on
size and style. Compartment options include
standard lockers, Z-lockers (available in European
and US styles), open cubbies, and athletic lockers.
Available sizes range from 9"- 24" in width, with
heights from 36" to 80" and depths ranging from
12"- 24".

Construction

Doors feature a finished radius edge and are
processed on CNC machines. They are built with ⅜’’
solid phenolic material, with optional ½" phenolic
door upgrade available. Shelves are made from ⅜’’
phenolic material, while walls and back panels are
⅛’’ solid phenolic (with a ⅜’’ thick option for larger
compartments). Single compartments include hat
shelves as standard, with optional shoe shelves and
custom-designed shelves available. Additional
features include an optional clothes bar with
integrated hook, HÄFELA aluminum 3-prong
rotating hook, and 3M brushed aluminum number
plates. The lock options include the optional
FOREMAN Hasp Lock, compatible with most
padlocks. There is also an option to include open
cubbies and shelving, as well as customization of
widths, heights, and depths.

Applications

Ideal for recreational facilities, aquatic parks,
universities, high schools, fitness centers, ski
resorts, amusement parks, corporate offices,
remote oil platforms, medical offices and labs, fire
stations, military bases, industrial manufacturing
facilities, and pet care applications (kennels).

(951) 677-1955 

Water resistant and optional UV protections 

swimming pools. For outdoor installations, UV-
protected doors, side panels, and other exterior
parts are available upon request to ensure long-
lasting durability


